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Abstract

EMA was used to study the coordination of the articulatory gestures for C1 and C2 in onset clusters, firstly as a function of the segmental make-up of the clusters, and secondly as a function of stress and prosodic boundary conditions. The segmental results, which compared German and French, indicated a much lower degree of overlap of C1 and C2 for C2=/n/ compared to C2=/l/ (with C1=/p, b, k, g/). Overlap was also less for voiceless compared to voiced C1 for German. Prosodic boundary strength affected the duration of the C1 articulatory constriction more strongly than that of C2, while, conversely, differences in lexical stress affected C2 more strongly than C1. The coordination relations between C1 and C2 were, however, not systematically affected by prosodic conditions. Nor did the different clusters studied (/kl, kn, sk/) appear to differ in their internal cohesiveness. The results are discussed with respect to how articulatory coordination is constrained to allow acoustic recovery of segmental information by the listener; the possibility of cross-language differences in these constraints is raised.

1. Introduction

This study examines how articulatory coordination in heterorganic initial consonant clusters is modulated firstly by the segmental make-up of the cluster itself (see Section 2), and secondly by the prosodic conditions in which the cluster is spoken (see Section 3).

2. Segmental structure of clusters

2.1 Background

The main impetus for this first area comes from the contention advanced in Chitoran et al. (2002) that generalizations about preferred syllable structures (such as the sonority hierarchy) reflect at a more fundamental level the outcome of successful compromises between parallel transmission of segmental information, i.e. a high degree of overlap among gestures (assumed to be efficient for the speaker) and clear modulation of the acoustic signal (assumed to be efficient for the hearer). One illustration of this is the place-order effect in stop-stop clusters reported for Georgian by these authors: C1(back) + C2(front) clusters show less overlap than the reverse order, presumably to ensure recoverability of C1 by the listener.

Nonetheless, relative to the very large number of complex syllabic onsets found across languages there has still been little detailed exploration of these principles. We focus here on a potentially revealing comparison among onset clusters found, for example, in German and French, but not in English, namely plosive + /l/ vs. plosive + /n/. The latter appear to be less stable diachronically than the former (cf. Vennemann, 2000), and occur less frequently in extant languages. Why might they then be less suitable for the formation of complex syllable onsets? One possibility is that C1 and C2 need to overlap less (than in the case of plosive + /l/) to ensure that acoustic properties of the C1 burst are not compromised by velar lowering.

As a further manipulation of the phonetic properties of the syllable onset, the study also systematically varies the voicing category of the C1 plosive. This can be assumed to have a substantial effect on the nature of the acoustic information available to the hearer particularly in the C1 to C2 transition. But whether this may in turn lead to different preferred coordination patterns for C1 with C2 is, to our knowledge, essentially unknown. German and French were considered to be particularly appropriate for study here, since they are known to differ substantially in the timing of voice onset following voiceless plosives.

2.2 Material and Recordings

The main structure aimed for in the material for both German and French was to use real monosyllabic words (CCVC) with all combinations of C1 = /p, b, k, g/, C2 = /l, n/, V = /i, a/. Not all of these combinations are lexically attested; for example, /bn/ combinations are missing in both languages and /pn/ is lexically somewhat marginal in German.

Since preliminary analysis indicated no consistent effects of vowel category on overlap between C1 and C2, and since gaps in the lexicon occasionally required the use of vowels other than /i/ and /a/, for the purposes of the present paper we will present the results averaged over vowels. In short, results can be presented for all four combinations of C1 with /l/, and three with /n/ (bn/ missing).

Each target word was embedded in a carrier phrase with additional material not of concern here and recorded 10 times in randomized order.

Movements of the articulators were measured by means of a 3D EMA system (AG500, Carstens Medizinelektronik). Of the three sensors located on the tongue the frontmost one was used to analyze the tongue-tip gesture for /l, n/; the rearmost one for the tongue-dorsum gesture for /k, g/. The sensors located on lower and upper lip were combined to a lip aperture measure for analysis of the labial gesture for /p, b/. The key dependent variable is the measure of overlap between C1 and C2. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Different measures of overlap have been...
used in previous investigations (Chitoran et al., 2002, Gafof et al., in press). The one used here is based on the constriction phases of C1 and C2. Specifically, this is based on the constriction phase of C2 (phase 4 in the figure) is subtracted from the timepoint of the onset of the constriction phase of C1 (phase 2 in the figure). The time difference is normalized by the time interval from the onset of C1 constriction to offset of C2 constriction and expressed as a percentage. The important point to bear in mind for the interpretation of the results is that, with this definition, increasingly positive values correspond to increasing overlap of C1 and C2 (negative values in effect mean that the constriction phases do not overlap).

Regarding voicing of C1 there is a very consistent effect for German showing less overlap between C1 and C2 when C1 is voiceless. For French no consistent effect of voicing is seen. On the basis of only three speakers per language it is, of course, too early to be confident about possible cross-linguistic differences. Nonetheless, it is intriguing that voicing-related differences are observed in that language, namely German, where acoustic properties of C2 are more strongly affected by the voicing status of C1. Perhaps this fits in with the first finding too: The constraint to maintain low overlap between plosive and /n/ may be stronger in languages where glottal opening is wide at the release of C1.

3. Prosodic influences on clusters

3.1 Background and material

The second main area of the study extends to clusters the well-established experimental paradigm (e.g. Fougeron & Keating, 1997; Keating et al., 2003) of investigating articulatory strengthening at prosodic boundaries, as part of an overall concern to better understand what information on prosodic structure the speaker makes available to the listener. A plausible hypothesis - consistent, for example, with the pi-gesture approach of Byrd & Saltzman (2003) - is that prosodic boundary effects on articulation decrease with increasing distance from the boundary. However, with a few exceptions (e.g. Byrd & Choi, in press), most work within this paradigm has used rather simple syllable structures. Thus it is currently difficult to estimate whether boundary effects are indeed best modelled as a simple function of distance from the boundary, or whether structural properties of the syllable (e.g consonantal onset versus vocalic nucleus) have an independent influence.

The material investigated included the clusters /kl, kn, sk/; they formed the onset of the target words, i.e. the words immediately following the prosodic boundaries, varied in four steps from utterance initial to no boundary, as shown in the following examples for the /kl/ cluster at the onset of “Claudia”:

U Thomas studiert in Fulda. Claudia geht noch zur Schule. (Thomas goes to college in Fulda. Claudia is still in school.)
P Olga sagt immer, Claudia sei zu jung. (Olga always says that Claudia is too young.)
L Thomas, Peter, Claudia und Elke fahren in den Süden. (Thomas, Peter, Claudia and Elke are travelling south.)
W Gestern war Claudia noch gesund. (Yesterday, Claudia was still well.)

(U=Utterance initial, P=Phrase initial, L=List element, W=Word boundary (i.e no prosodic boundary expected))

The basic expectation was that C1 would exhibit more boundary-induced variation than C2.

In addition to the boundary condition the experiment also contained orthogonal variation of a second prosodic variable, namely word stress: The target clusters formed the onsets of words with lexical stress on either the first or second syllable (e.g. ‘Claudia’ vs. ‘Kla’uisur). For this prosodic manipulation the literature gives even less to go on than for the boundary condition. A tentative hypothesis was based on the assumption that stress effects are centered on the nucleus of the stressed syllable and decline towards the syllable margins. Accordingly, stress effects were expected to be more visible in C2 than C1.

Analyses focussed on whether C1 or C2 showed durational or spatial enhancement at higher boundary levels and in the stress condition. In addition it was hypothesized that overlap between C1 and C2 would be reduced at higher boundary levels and in the stress condition.

In addition to the interest in prosodic effects in their own right, the manipulation of prosodic conditions in the present experiment can also be regarded as a probe to elucidate the
internal cohesion of clusters (cf. Byrd & Choi, in press). We have seen above that /kn/ had less overlap of the component oral gestures than /kl/. Could it also be the case that the components are also less cohesive in /kn/, such that the coordination relations (as captured by the overlap measure) are more strongly affected by ‘external’ conditions? (An interesting distributional fact about /kn/ in French is that unlike /kl/ and /kr/ it cannot be followed by a glide. Rialland (1994) has argued on this basis for the extrasyllabicity of /k/ in /kn/.)

3.2 Recordings and analysis procedures

EMA recordings have been analyzed for the three German speakers who participated in section 2 above. For this part of the recording session, in addition to the EMA data, respiratory activity of the speakers was monitored by means of Respiration in order to give additional information on prosodic divisions into breath groups.

As a preliminary stage in the analysis the actual prosodic realization at the target word of the four boundary categories given above was assigned to one of three prosodic categories, which will be referred to as follows (cf. Cho and McQueen, 2005):

- Big Boundary (BG): Pause and boundary tone
- Small Boundary (SM): No pause but boundary tone
- Prosodic Word (WD): No pause, no boundary tone

In the present dataset only very few big boundaries (BG) were found, so for the following results only the SM and WD categories will be considered. This is also the reason why the results of a previous experiment in which 7 speakers were recorded with basically the same corpus by means of EPG will not be examined here: In the EPG experiment a large number of BG realizations were found (essentially for the utterance-initial condition), which would unduly complicate the comparison with the present EMA results. The results of the EPG experiment will be considered in detail in a separate publication (Mooshammer et al., in preparation).

3.3 Results

We will first present the results for the durations of the target phases of C1 and C2, i.e the durations of the phases labelled ‘2’ and ‘4’ in the example utterance given in Fig. 1 above.

The results for C1 are shown in Fig. 4. There is a very consistent trend in the hypothesized direction of longer durations at the more prominent prosodic boundary (i.e the ‘SM’ boundary compared to the ‘WD’ boundary): Of 18 SM-WD pairs matched for stress level (and cluster and speaker), 17 are in the predicted direction. In ANOVAs carried out separately for each combination of speaker and cluster type the main effect of boundary is significant at p<0.01 in 6 out of 9 possible cases. On the other hand there are very few clear effects of boundary condition: Even if the balance of the overall trend is in the direction of longer durations at higher boundary levels (14 of 18 pairs), only one of the 9 ANOVAs gave a main effect that reached p<0.01 (/sk/ for speaker IK). Thus taken together, the results for C1 and C2 durations correspond quite closely to the original hypotheses that boundary effects would be more salient in C1 and stress effects more salient in C2. Regarding the maximum temporal extent of the effects, it seems at the moment possible that boundary effects may extend into C2 more often than stress effects extend to C1, but judgement on this must be reserved: Several more speakers have been recorded, but not yet analyzed.

The other main parameter relating to the temporal organization of the clusters is the overlap between C1 and C2 (defined exactly as in section 2.2 above). This is shown in Fig. 6. The main point to note is that there is a strong contrast with the durational results for C1 and C2 just shown above: No trends with respect to either boundary or stress condition can be observed. In fact, counting matched pairs for the boundary comparison and the stress comparison gives 9/18 in both cases. There is effectively only one clear case where the hypothesized greater degree of overlap in the unstressed condition is found (/kl/ for speaker IK), and even this is counterbalanced by one clear case in the opposite direction (/sk/ for speaker MO).

In short, while prosodic conditions clearly - and not surprisingly - affect the durational properties of gestures they appear to have relatively little influence on the coordination relations between gestures in onset clusters. This result is consistent with that of Byrd & Choi (in press), at least in the sense that in their data it appeared much less easy to demonstrate a consistent effect of boundary condition on onset clusters compared to clusters in other syllabic positions.

This absence of prosodic effects on overlap contrasts markedly with the effect of the segmental make-up of the clusters: Fig. 6 reinforces the results of the first part of the investigation with the radically different coordination patterns between the two superficially very similar clusters /kl/ and /kn/.

This leads to the final issue to consider with respect to overlap, namely whether the varying prosodic conditions can reveal differences in the internal cohesion of different clusters. Byrd & Choi (in press) considered this issue for /sp, sk/ vs. /kl/, hypothesizing that the fricative-onset clusters could represent particularly cohesive gestural ‘molecules’. However, no clear differences were found. Similarly, here, there is little evidence from Fig. 6 that the three clusters /kl, kn, sk/ differ in the degree to which the prosodic manipulation affects the degree of overlap (we had speculated, in particular, that /kn/ might show less cohesion than /kl/).

The final aspect of the results to consider is whether prosodic influences manifest themselves not only temporally but also spatially. While this has not yet been exhaustively explored for the EMA data presented here, preliminary analysis indicates negligible effects of the boundary and stress conditions on positions and velocities of the articulators. This fits in with the results of our EPG investigation mentioned above, which also found little consistent evidence for articulatory strengthening in the form of increased tongue-palate contact at prosodically stronger locations. While this may appear to contrast with some earlier findings in the literature it should be noted that dorsal consonants and clusters have scarcely been investigated (unlike single coronal consonants). Perhaps activation in the dorsal region tends to simultaneously reduce the susceptibility to
variation of an adjacent coronal articulation. Our corpus actually includes a wider range of clusters than those presented here. This issue may thus become clearer when this material has been analyzed, too.

4. Conclusion and Outlook

Concluding with an attempt to tie together the two different areas of this study, it was interesting to note that the prosodic effects on clusters with respect to patterns of overlap, for example, were much more subtle than the robust effects found when contrasting the different segmental structures plosive + /l/ vs. plosive + /n/. It is tempting to speculate that the robust effects emerge because intergestural timing forms an integral part of the phonological representation of words, whereas the weaker prosodic effects may reflect the greater lee-way at the disposal of speakers for implementing prosodic structure, and may also reflect greater variability (particularly, perhaps, in the context of a lab-speech experiment) in how speakers interpret the communicative demands of specific utterances. This pattern of findings may be a further facet of the often observed stability of onset clusters: this is probably the syllable-position where lexically-specified timing patterns dominate overall temporal organization most strongly.

Although the difference in timing patterns between /kl/ and /kn/ appears robust we have not provided a direct answer as to why this pattern occurs. The obvious next step would be to use articulatory synthesis to systematically vary gestural organization: Assuming oral and velar gestures for /n/ are organized more or less in synchrony then earlier timing of /n/ relative to /k/ would eventually lead to a nasal release of /k/. Even before this stage the acoustic salience of the release phase of /k/ may be reduced, leading to a situation that speakers try to avoid. This line of thought may also be relevant for the lower degree of overlap for voiceless vs. voiced C1. In languages such as German that need to distinguish a very large number of syllable onsets and in which the timing of peak glottal opening for voiceless plosives is close to the time-point of the oral release then the clarity of the acoustic information on the release of C1 may be improved by not overlapping too strongly with C2. This could simultaneously also enhance the salience of the C2 to vowel transition by increasing the chances that it is voiced rather than voiceless. The latter constraint, at least, would be of less concern in a language such as French where voice onset is timed to occur soon after the release of voiceless plosives. Currently, although more subjects have been recorded, not enough have been analyzed to be confident yet that cross-language differences in laryngeal timing may be accompanied by different preferred patterns in overlap of supraglottal gestures. But the results are suggestive enough to make this avenue appear well worth exploring further.

A final area to follow up with the present data is whether the clusters show a stable pattern of timing with the following vowel, such as the c-center effect, despite the differences in within-cluster timing (see Goldstein et al., 2007, for a revealing example of how cross-linguistic differences in syllable structure are reflected in different patterns of timing of consonant clusters with the following vowel). For two of the French speakers presented here Kühnert et al. (2006) found quite stable c-center locations; this is currently being followed up for the German speakers.
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Figure 2: C1-C2 overlap for three German subjects (see text for definition; expressed here as percentage). From left to right bars are /kl, kn, gl, gn, pl, pn, bl/ (/bl/ not in corpus). Error bars give standard error of mean.

Figure 3: C1-C2 overlap for three French subjects. Other details as for Fig. 2.
Figure 4: C1 constriction durations for three German subjects for the onset clusters /kl, kn, sk/. Each pair of bars gives the results for one prosodic boundary condition; left (darker) bar the stressed (S), right (lighter) bar the unstressed (U) condition. For each cluster, small boundary (SM) and prosodic word (WD) prosodic boundary conditions are given in adjacent pairs of bars. Error bars give standard error of mean.

Figure 5: C2 constriction durations. Other details as for Fig. 4.
Figure 6: C1-C2 relative overlap. A value of +1.0 would indicate 100% overlap. Other details as for Fig. 4.